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Abstract 

 

In this paper, the characterization and properties of Frames with twiddle factor 

have been discussed. We provided a relation between twiddle factor and 

Parseval’s Frames in Hilbert space and we have discussed the sum of even 

and odd energy of a signal which is energyof a signal in Hilbert space. Finally, 

we investigated reconstruction of a signal through twiddle factor using 

orthonormal basis and two famous analyses and synthesis operators in Hilbert 

space. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In Hilbert space, Frames were first introduced by R.J. Duffin and A.C. Schaffer [1] in 

1952 to deal with a non harmonic Fourier series. After some years, in 1986, Frames 

were brought to life by Daubechies, Grossmann and Meyer in the context of Painless 

non orthogonal expansions in [2] and some result and characterization of frames have 

been discussed in [3,4] and [5]. 

Frames are generalizations on orthonormal basis. The linear independence property 

for a basis which allows each element in the space to be written as linear combination. 

This is very difficult in practical problems. It allows every element in the space to be 

written as a linear combination of the elements in the frames. Here linear 

independence between the frame elements is not necessary. This fact plays an 

important role in signal processing, image processing coding theory, sampling theory 
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and cryptography.Frames are an essential tool for many emerging applications such as 

data transmission. Its main advantage is the fact that frames can be considered to be 

redundant while still provided reconstruction formulas. Today frames play an 

important in theory but also in many applications in Engineering and Technology. 

In this work, we have discussed the characterization and properties of Frames with 

twiddle factor on one hand and have discussed a relation between twiddle factor and 

Parseval’s Frames in Hilbert space on the other hand. Finally, we have discussed the 

sum of even and odd energy of a signal which is the energy of a signal in Hilbert 

space and reconstruction of aoriginalsignal through twiddle factor. 

 

 

II.  NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 

Let � be a separable Hilbert space and L�H� be a set of all bounded linear operator on �, kernel and range of an operator T are ker(T) and Ran(T) respectively. 

The following operators can be defined: 

T �  l
 � H, Ta � � a�f�, fora � �a�� � l

∞

���
 

is called synthesis operator or pre frame operator and the ad joint operator is given by T� �  H � l
, T�f � ��f, f������∞  

which is the analysis operator. The composition operator T with its adjoint T� is 

denoted by S � TT�, similarly, 

S �  H � H, Sf � ��f, f��f�, for all f � �∞

���
 

is called the frame operator. 

Let � be separable Hilbert space and the sequence �x�����∞ � His Frames, If there 

exists Constants A, B  0, suchthat 
A'x'
 ( �|�x, x��|
 ( B'x'


∞

���
, forx � H. 

where A and B are lower and upper frame bounds for the frames�x�����∞ . 

We have discussed the classification of Frames as follows 

(i) The Maximum number A   0 and Minimum number B   0 satisfying the 

frame inequalities at all x � H are called optimal frame bounds. 

(ii) The Frame is a tight frame if A = B. 

(iii) A normalized tight frame (Parseval Frames)if A = B = 1. 

(iv) A Frame is an Exact Frame if it ceases to be a Frame when any one of vector 

is removed. 

(v) A frame is exact if and only if it is a Riesz basis. 

(vi) A non-exact frame is called overcomplete in the sense that at least one element 

or vector can be removed from the frames and the remaining set of vectors 

will at a standstill form a frame for H. 

(vii) A frame �y�� for H is called an alternate dual frame (or a pseudo-dual) for �x�� if x � ∑ �x, x��� y�, for x � H. 
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(viii) ��S.�x���is the canonical dual of �x�� and if �x�� is a normalized tight Frame, 

then S = I and so the frame equals its canonical dual frame and its converse 

clearly holds also. In general, Frames have many dual Frames. 

 

We begin with frame definitions. Let � be separable Hilbert space with the inner 

product �·,·� is linear in the first entry and all the index sets are assumed to be 

countable. 

 

Definition 2.1 

([6],[7]).Let �be separable Hilbert space and sequece�f�����∞ � H is called an 

ordinary frames, If there exists Constants A, B  0, such that 

0'1'
 ( �|�1, 12�|
 ( 3'1'

∞

2��
, 145 1 � �. 

where A and B are lower and upper frame bounds respectively. 

 

 

III. FRAME AND TWIDDLE FACTOR 

Definition 3.1 

Let � be finite dimensional Hilbert space, for K lies between 0 and N-1 and there 

exists a signal of N points1�6� � � such that a direct calculation of the DFT 

7�8� � �1, 9:� � � 1�6�;<2:<.�

2�=
, 145 >?? 0 ( 8 @ A 

then, ;< 2:
 is called Twiddle factor and �1�6�� is any signal or element in H and to 

obtain 7�8� for all K from 0 to N-1, it requires A
 complex multiplications and N(N-

1) complex additions. The FFT algorithm reduces the numerical complexity 

to B�A?4C
A�. When the frequency index is even and grouping the terms 6 and 6 D A/2, such that 

7�28� � � G1�6� D 1�6 D A2�H ;IJ
2:

IJ .�

2�=
, 145 >?? 0 ( 8 @ A2  

It provided the even frequencies which are obtained by calculating DFT of the N/2 

periodic signal 1K�6� � 1�6� D 1�6 D <
� and when the frequency index is odd and 

the same group is given as 

7�28 D 1� � � G1�6� M 1�6 D A2�H ;<2:;IJ
2:

IJ .�

2�=
, 145 >?? 0 ( 8 @ A2  

It also provided the N/2 periodic signal 1K�6� � ;<2: G1�6� M 1 N6 D <
OH.In this 

case, it can be written as 7�8� � 7�28� D WNR7�28 D 1�and it is shown that the sum 

of energy of 7�28�and 7�28 D 1� is equal to the energy 7�8�.The two basic 

properties of twiddle factor have been exploited through FFT algorithms which 
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reduced the number of complex multiplications required to perform DFT from A
 S4 <
 ?4C
A.Direct evaluation of the 7�8� is basically inefficient because it does 

not use the properties of twiddle factor. To evaluate 7�8� for each k, it requires 4�A M 1� D 2 real addition and for direct evaluation of7�8�, it requires total no of 

real addition A�4A M 2� for all k where ;<:2 � U.Suppose the space H of signal of 

period N is an Euclidean space of dimension N and there exists 1, C � � such that �1, C� � ∑ 1�6�C��6�<.�2�= . 

 

Theorem 3.2 

Let � be finite dimensional Hilbert space and if an element �1�6�� � � and V2 is a 

twiddle factor as V2 � 9.WJXI , then �1�6�� is Parseval’s Frames for �. 

 

Proof: 

The relation between an element in H and twiddle factor as 1�6� � �< ∑ 7�8�;<.2:<.�:�= ,for all k 

7�8� � � 1�6�;<2:<.�

2�=
, 145 >?? 0 ( 8 ( A M 1 

Now, '7�8�'
 � �7�8�, 7�8�� 
� �� 1�6�;<2:<.�

2�=
, � 1�6�;<2:<.�

2�=
� 

� �� 1�6�9. WJXYZI
<.�

2�=
, � 1�6�9.WJXYZI

<.�

2�=
� 

� �� 1�6�9. WJXYZI
<.�

2�=
, � 1�6�9.WJXYZI

<.�

2�=
� 

� �� 1�6�9. WJXYZI
<.�

2�=
9WJXYZI , � 1�6�<.�

2�=
� 

� �� 1�6�<.�

2�=
, � 1�6�<.�

2�=
� 

i.e.'7�8�'
 � ∑ '1�6�'
<.�2�=  

Therefore,�1�6�� is Parseval’s Frames for � 

Hence it is proven. 

 

Proposition 3.3 

Let H be the space of signal with period N which is an Euclidean space of dimension 

N. Then the family of Twiddle factor is;<2:
and [;<2:[
 � A 
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Proof:  
In N dimensional space, any orthogonal family of N vectors is an orthogonal basis 

and if a set is normal, then every element has norm 1, viz 

[;< 2:[
 � �9.WJXYZI , 9.WJXYZI � 
� 9.WJXYZI . 9WJXYZI  

Therefore, [;<2:[
 � A and the total energy of the twiddle factor is unity. 

 

Proposition3.4  

Let H be the space of signal with period N which is an Euclidean space of dimension 

N. Then the family of Twiddle factor,;< 2:
 is an orthogonal basis. 

Proof: In N dimensional space, any orthogonal family of N vectors is an orthogonal 

basis and it is therefore sufficient to show that \;<2:]=^:_< is orthogonal. Any 

signal f of period N can be decomposed in this basis such 

that1 � ∑ �`,aIZY�
[aIZY[J ;<2:<.�:�=  and [;<2:[
 � A by using �1, C� � ∑ 1�6�C��6�<.�2�= . 

 

 

4. Harmonic Frame with twiddle factors 

Parseval Frame Reconstruction Formula, a collection of vectors �1�6��=^:^<.� is a 

Parseval frame for a Hilbert space H if and only the following formula holds for every 

f in H 1 � ∑ �1, 1�6��1�6�<.2�= . This equation is called the reconstruction formula for 

a Parseval Frames.Frames play an important role in signal processing, whether in 

transmitting images or sound waves. Parseval frames are very important and they 

allow for the reconstruction and interpretation of individual signals from a 

combination of many signals. 

 

Definition:  

A collection of vectors �b:�145>??8 � 0,1,2, A M 1. is called Harmonic Frames such 

asb: � �
√<

d
ef

V�2:
V
2:..V22:g

hi where V< is N
th

 root of unity. Thisis Frames for C because it is a 

spanning set in a finite dimensional Hilbert space. 

 

Theorem 4.1  

If �b:�:�j<.� is a harmonic Frames, then it is also a Parseval Frames. 

Any signal with period N can be decomposed as sum of discrete sinusoidal waves and 

the Eigen vector of a circulent matrix of LTI system are the complex harmonic 

sinusoids such that the normal order U:�6� � aIZY
[aIZY[ � KkWJXYZI

√< , and if there exists 

U: � �, thenby circular convolution U:�6� � l�6� � ∑ U:�6 M m�l�m�<.�n�= �
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o:U:�6�. The Eigen value (spectrum) o: � U corresponding to the sinusoidal Eigen 

vector U: is said to be the frequency response at frequency k and it is measured as 

how the system responds to U: .All the elements or signals can be written as a linear 

combination of sinusoidal and DCT basis function of length N is given by p:�6� �
q9\;< 2:]JZrstZ , 145 >?? 6  0. It is the transform inside JPEG image compression and 

MPEG video compression. 

The following proposition has discussed the necessary condition for the existence of 

above theorem through twiddle factor as a unitary operator. 

 

Proposition 4.2 
Let H be finite dimensional Hilbert space and for all N such that 

(i). ;< :uIJ �  M ;< : 145 >?? 0 ( 8 ( A M 1. 
(ii). v;< :uIJ v
 � M [;< :[


 

 

Proof:  

we know WNR � 9.WJXYI � � 

�WNRuNJ x, y� � �G9.WJXI H:uIJ x, y� 
� �9N.WJXI ON:uIJ Ox, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :u�.WJXI �IJ Ox, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�O9.z{x, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�Ox, \9.z{]�y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�Ox, My� 
� �M9N.WJXI :�Ox, y� � �MWNRx, y� 
�WNRuNJ x, y� M �M WNRx, y� � 0 
Therefore  

WNRuNJ D  WNR � 0 145 >?? 8. 
vWNRuNJ D  WNRv
 � v;<:uIJ v
 D  [;<:[


 

Thus it is proven. 

 

Proposition 4.3 
Let H be finite dimensional Hilbert space and for all N such that ;< :u< �  ;<:  145 >?? 0 ( 8 ( A M 1. 
 

Proof:  

we know WNR � 9.WJXYI � � 
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�WNRuNx, y� � �G9.WJXI H:u< x, y� 
� �9N.WJXI O�:u<�x, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :u�.WJXI �<Ox, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�O9.z
{x, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�Ox, \9.z{
]�y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�Ox, y� 
� �9N.WJXI :�Ox, y� � �WNRx, y� �WNRuNx, y� M �WNRx, y� � 0 
Therefore  WNRu< M  WNR � 0 145 >?? 8. [WNRu< M  WNR[
 � [;<:uN[
 D  [;< :[


 

Thus it is proven. 

 

Theorem 4.4 

Let 1K�6�and1j�6� be any two elements in Hilbert space and if 1K�6�and1j�6� are 

orthogonal and for any 7�8� � � such that '7�8�'
 � '7|�8�'
 D A'7}�8�'
 

 

Proof:  

For any 7�8� � � for all 0 ( k ( N M 1 7�8� � 7|�8� D WNR7}�8� '7�8�'
 � �7|�8� D WNR7}�8�, 7|�8� D WNR7}�8� � �  �7|�8� D WNR7}�8�, 7|�8�� 
+�7|�8� D WNR7}�8�, WNR7}�8� � �  �7|�8�, 7|�8�� D �WNR7}�8�, 7|�8�� 
+�7|�8�, WNR7}�8� � D �WNR7}�8�, WNR7}�8�� 
Since 1K�6�and1j�6� are orthogonal and 1K�6��1j�6��� � 0 

We have the following identity '7�8�'
 � '7|�8�'
 D A'7}�8�'
 

Hence the proof is completed. 

 

Theorem 4.5 

Let H be Hilbert space and �f�� be Parseval frame in H. 

(i) If F�,� and g are any two elements in H respectively, then 

'f�n�' � �[F�,�[
 M 'g'
. 

(ii) If T����� is analysis operator and �f�� be Parseval frame in H, then 
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T�����\F�,�] � f�n�. 
 

Note:  

The reconstruction error [T�� ��c�,�� M f�n�[ depends upon the magnitude of the 

Eigen values of G to whic h the T corresponds. 

 

Conclusion 
Frames play an important role in Engineering and Technology.Frames are an essential 

tool for many promising applications such as data transmission. Its main advantage is 

thatframes can be considered as redundant while they still provided reconstruction 

formulas. The understanding of the Eigen vectors in the null space isagainst a very 

small perturbation to the transformation generated space. The two basic properties of 

twiddle factor have been exploited through FFT algorithms which reduced the number 

of complex multiplications required to perform DFT.All the elements or signals can 

be written as a linear combination of sinusoidal and DCT basis function with length N 

andthe transformscompress theJPEG image and MPEG video.The formulation 

presented in this paper is well suited for communication systems. 
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